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HEAD’S HIGHLIGHT
The start of this term has been very different to January.

On Monday 4 January we finished staff inset believing we

would be together with our pupils the following day. That

night we watched the news as the Prime Minister closed

school doors and declared a national lockdown.

I will always remember our daughter’s reaction when we told

her. Putting on her uniform, she told us she wanted to be with

her friends. The night before the start of the Summer Term was

a different feeling. I asked various pupils about their feelings

before a term began. Children normally hoping for an extra day

of holiday were excited to be back at school. This might be due

to their favourite lesson but mostly, it was due to their friends.

Last week the Daily Telegraph highlighted a report by the

Education Endowment Foundation. It claimed more than 90 per

cent of primary schools say children who missed out on social

interactions during lockdown are struggling with speech issues.

It is why we place so much emphasis on our EPs and creating a

love of the outdoors. From the Duke of Edinburgh Award, to

Performing Arts or ensuring children are outside as often as

possible during lessons, I see all our pupils taking part in a

curriculum that inspires. Some schools have taken the decision

not to have fixtures this term. We believe they are safe and we

continue to follow Government guidelines.

We also feel Beach and Forest school, sports and the

expeditions for the DofE is a central part of education. In

September we introduced extra time for Maths, English and

Science lessons. I know our pupils are excelling academically.

They have supportive parents, excellent teachers and their can-

do attitude that is developed both inside and outside the

classroom ensures they are thriving.

We are among the last 7 Independent Schools in the running for

Senior School of the Year in the prestigious TES Awards. We

are proud to be nominated and fly the flag for all schools North

of Watford. I am competitive and hope that we win but I wish

each school the best during tonight’s awards ceremony.

The Owl always makes me smile and reading about life at the

College reflects a happy, thriving school with pupils who are a

joy to work with. To end, I hope you enjoy the report by the IB

in this edition of the Owl. It compares the university outcomes

of IB students with their A level counterparts. I know our Y13

students will thrive at University.

Guy Emmett, Headmaster
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The Summer Term has started!



This Summer Term, we were fortunate to welcome some truly wonderful colleagues in both the Prep School

and Senior School. Throughout this term, they will be introduced to you in The Owl newsletter. We start in

the Prep School where in Year 2, a new form teacher started: Mrs Kate Hill.

A true Scarborian, Mrs Hill moved to London to study a combination that might seem strange to some, Drama and IT.

Naturally, after her degree, she worked as an IT Manager in a theatre in London before moving to York to do her

PGCE. ‘I always wanted to become a teacher,’ Mrs Hill says. ‘But when I graduated, I just didn’t feel grown up

enough. I need to play a little first.’ Mrs Hill also knew she’d come back to Scarborough sooner or later. Starting at

Gladstone Road Primary School twelve years ago, she witnessed the school go from a small school with 60 pupils to

the largest in North Yorkshire with over 900.

‘Most of that transformation I enjoyed,’ she recalls. ‘It was good to work with more colleagues and it’s given me the

opportunity to work with some amazing teachers as well. The SEND provision was outstanding and taught me a lot.’

Other aspects proved more difficult. Impromptu outside lessons because the weather turned out great was out of the

question, as all forms had to do the same work. Being outside is where Mrs Hill prefers to be as well. As someone

who prefers staycations over vacations, goes sailing and has recently acquired a campervan; being outside is in her

blood. ‘London has no seasons. It goes wet to hot and then wet again. I missed the North when I lived there and I

missed seeing green. Then I sat on the train going back up and I saw the fields and the garlic. I love the North.’

As one would expect, Mrs Hill’s favourite subjects range from English to the sciences and from Religious Education to

History. ‘Anything that can tell a story,’ she says. ‘And of course theatre. I play in the Cloughton pantomime, so

whatever I can get involved in at Scarborough College.’ Her passion for education is clearly with the children. She

talks about the lightbulb moment. ‘That moment when you see the lightbulb switch on in their heads. I love to see

children learn, I love to watch them explore things and discover. Each day, I get asked at least three questions I don’t

know the answer to because children ask questions.’

Introducing Mrs Kate Hill, Year 2 Form Teacher

Spelling Bee and that (dreaded) Passé Composé

Freya Clarskon Hall, Sarah Hall and Ebin Kurian

finished second (2x) and fourth in the Regional

Spelling Bee contests in French and Spanish.

They also competed in the national online

competition but sadly did not win. It is a fantastic

effort by all three students who met with Mrs

Marshall once a week every week during their

lunch break to practice.

In other MFL news, the top set in Year 9 turned

the tables by teaching the tough (or ‘annoying’, in

the words of Hayden Vickery) passé composé.

According to someone who knows, Mrs Marshall,

they were all great teachers and did a good job

explaining something very difficult.



Pupils in the Prep School have enjoyed a number of

forest school sessions based at Scarborough YHA

with Rob and Elise engaging with the great outdoors!

Never before has the value of connecting pupils with

outdoor education been more important than in post-

covid times, and our pupils are thoroughly enjoying

the opportunity.

Our pupils have embraced the three sessions so far and they

have been involved with adventure, physical obstacle

challenges, team work, den building, rhythm work, clay

creations, bow and arrow building, and ‘boggle’ making.

Year 3 spent their first week exploring the forest with the

principles ‘A,B,C: Adventure, Balance and Clay Making’. They

tackled an assault course, a tree swing, a rope balancing

challenge, stilt walking, and ended the session creating clay

sculptures with freshly collected clay from Scalby Mills! In

subsequent weeks, they learnt of the tale of the ‘Boggle’, local

folklore about a creature who lives at Boggle Hole, and pupils

built dens for a Boggle to inhabit using mud, stones, twigs and

leaves, and then crafted their own Boggles out of twigs, twine

and straw!

Year 5 have enjoyed three excellent sessions where they have

developed old and new skills at Forest School. The first session

consisted of various team building activities where the children

worked together to get around a trail, before delving into den

building. In the second session, they were tasked with creating a

home for the ‘Boggle’ using any materials foraged from the

woodland. Most recently, the children built their own bow and

arrows using materials from around the forest- and there was

even time for some archery practice at the end of the session!

Year 3 and Year 5 Forest School

More UKMT Intermediate Maths Challenges and Success

Following her invitation to participate in the prestigious (invitation-only) ‘Pink Kangaroo’ round, Sherry Zhang proved

herself a truly mathematical thinker by having been awarded a Merit in this competition. Congratulations to Sherry!

On Tuesday 29 April, pupils in Year 7 and Year 8 were invited to take part in the UKMT Junior Maths Challenge. This

is an opportunity for pupils to develop their problem-solving skills and demonstrate their capacity for logical thought.

Mr Vickery, the Maths Department and the pupils are looking forward to receiving the certificates in a few weeks’ time.

If you would like to try your hand at a UKMT Maths Challenge, please find below an example from last year’s

challenge.

“There is lots of 

team work.”

Avi

“We are always 

having fun.”

Hannah



The Music Department Continues to Buzz

With pupils preparing for their examinations and performances, the Music Department is filled with many

different sounds. The various visiting music teachers can teach a wide range of different instruments and

there are definite psychological benefits to learning an instrument. If you’re not already jamming, please

contact Mrs Leeson for more information or step into the Music School at any time.

UK Higher Education Outcomes Continue to  Favour IB

In a Higher Education Outcomes study published earlier this

week, comparing IB students with their A Level

counterparts; headline findings continue to support the IB

Diploma.

According to the report, issued by ibsca, IB Diploma students were

three times more likely to enroll in a top-20 higher education institution

in the UK. They were also 21% more likely to continue into their second

year of university study.

Remarkably, upon completion, IB Diploma students were 40% more

likely than matched A Level students to obtain a First or Second Class

Honours degree.

Meanwhile, our Lower 6th joined an online presentation on Friday,

looking at the pros and cons of joining a university outside the UK. To

many of our current upper and lower 6th students, studying abroad is a

serious consideration, made possible by the international character of

the IB Diploma Programme.



By Dr Anne Kehrli

In year 6 Science we have been studying “Evolution and

inheritance”, and the class enjoyed looking at various fossils

in the school collection and trying to work out what plant or

animal it might have been that lived millions of years ago.

We examined lots of examples of ammonites and belemnites, but

also a very delicate fossil that looked like it was a bird’s foot. The

pictures below are of an ammonite fossil and the squid-like

creature that used to live in the shell.

Throughout the year we have taken opportunities to learn about

some of the great women who contributed so much to our

understanding of Science today. One of these women was very

special: Mary Anning.

Mary Anning was born in the seaside town of Lyme Regis, Dorset,

in 1799. Although her parents had ten children, only Mary and her

brother Joseph lived to adulthood. Mary’s father didn’t earn much

in his job as a carpenter, so he boosted the family’s earnings by

looking for fossils at the beach and selling them to holidaymakers.

Young Mary and Joseph would join him, and they soon developed

a deep interest in fossil-hunting.

Sadly, Mary's father died when she was still very young. Her

family became even poorer, and Mary had to spend all her time

hunting for fossils to sell. When Mary was 12, her brother Joseph

noticed the tip of a huge snout sticking out of the cliffs. He rushed

home to tell Mary, who then spent months patiently chipping the

rock away to reveal a strange 5.2-metre-long skeleton! The fossil

was like nothing she had ever seen before. At the time, people

believed that any unrecognisable creatures must have travelled

from far-off lands, so they thought Mary’s fossil was of a crocodile.

But it had enormous eyes! Mary drew pictures of her animal and

sent them to London. Soon, all sorts of gentlemen were coming

down to her little house to look at it. Eventually the scientists said

it was an extinct animal which swam in the ocean a long time ago,

and it was named Ichthyosaurus – meaning ‘fish lizard‘. But not

everyone believed the scientists.

You can see the fossil ichthyosaurus and her drawing of it on the

Museum of Natural History Website: https://oumnh.ox.ac.uk/mary-

annings-ichthyosaur. Mary soon discovered more fossils which

definitely weren't crocodiles, including a long-necked Plesiosaur

and a flying Pterosaur. People now started to listen.

Mary's other important discoveries were strange fossils, called

Bezoar stones. She cut open hundreds of these spiral-shaped

rocks and found they were full of fish scales and bones. She

realised they were actually fossil poo! This helped scientists

understand the food chains of ancient animals, and to paint a

picture of who was eating who.

Year 6 Science – Discovering Mary Anning

Mary kept detailed notes of everything she found. Having

taught herself geology, anatomy and scientific illustration,

Mary was so highly skilled that she took important scientists

fossil hunting and discussed ideas and theories with them.

Mary carried on fossil hunting for the rest of her life until her

death in 1847, when she was just 47. Although she was

well-known for her discoveries, Mary wasn’t taken seriously

as a scientist in her lifetime because of her gender and poor

background. Male scientists - who frequently bought the

fossils Mary would uncover, clean, prepare and identify -

often did not credit her discoveries in their scientific papers

on the finds, as when writing about her ground-breaking

ichthyosaur find. Even the Geological Society of London

refused to admit her - in fact, they didn't admit women until

1904.

But her work changed the way we view the world around us

and today, Mary is recognised as a pioneer in the field of

palaeontology (the study of fossils) and is celebrated as the

greatest fossil hunter of all time! These days, many of Mary

Anning's spectacular finds, including her ichthyosaur,

plesiosaur and pterosaur are showcased in the Natural

History Museum in London. Much like they did two

centuries ago, her fossils continue to captivate visitors from

around the world.

This is Mary’s sketch of her plesiosaur find.

The children of year 6 have created medals to

commemorate this amazing woman.

https://oumnh.ox.ac.uk/mary-annings-ichthyosaur


As all exams have finished, the U6 students were able to sign up to help any department in the school, either

to help the teachers as a teaching assistant or with anything else they are assigned to. Ping-an, a sixth form

student in year 13, was assigned to construct a Rubens’ Tube.

The tube will be given to the Physics

department for demonstrating acoustic

standing waves of sound with fire in

classes. This tube will replace the existing

tube that is shorter and which can

demonstrate less effectively. The

project started off with a brief design of the tube and a technical drawing by Ping-an herself. A meeting was held with

the DT technician to discuss materials, process, limitations and safety measures of the project.

Ping-an said about the project, “I am delighted to make a contribution to future physics lessons with the physics

equipment I constructed. And I hope the pupils will enjoy the experiment that Mr. White will be showing them with this

new Rubens’ tube”

Physics on Fire

Philosophy Walk and Talk

On Wednesday 28 April, Mrs Lay took her Year 9 lesson outside for a ‘Walk and Talk’ discussion. A new type of

lesson, prompted by Covid times, where pupils walk around the field and discuss in small groups. During a walk and

talk, pupils make use of body mirroring to put each other at ease and talk more comfortably. Body mirroring is where

one’s posture subtly reflect that of the person they’re communicating with, which facilitates rapport building.

Mrs Lay’s questions for her Walk and Talk were about pupils’ experiences with prejudice or discrimination, why pupils

are judged on the colour of their hair or their weight and what they would do if others insulted them or treated them

differently on the basis of their appearance. Pupils also talked about how we might be able to change attitudes in

school and whether or not there should be laws or punishments regarding discrimination in schools.


